
Concept to Reality

Customized Interior Speaker

Labyrinth Speaker System

This is a one-of-a-kind handmade non-directional speaker system, customized by 

watching, feeling, and hearing customer’s tastes. The biggest feature is that you 

can have its exterior customized using colorful materials including Sumida's 

traditional lacquer paper (about 40 types), Japanese paper, textiles, remade Kimono 

garments, and pictures. Thus, it provides various moods in stores, hotels, halls 

and commercial accommodations. Also, for individual customers, our company provides

highly satisfying speaker system which arranges your room’s atmosphere, by adding

your memorabilia to its exterior. The production includes careful individual 

interviews with customers and is all handmade for reflecting your tastes to the 

speaker as much as possible. The best wish for having a wonderful time immersed in

your favorite music with this individually customized speaker.

Manufacturer   Tokyo Seiki Co., Ltd.

Postal code 131-0045

1-41-5 Oshiage, Sumida, Tokyo

TEL:03-3622-5610 FAX:03-6303-1162

E-mail: tss@abelia.ocn.ne.jp   Representative: Matsushima

Labyrinth Speaker System

Labyrinth 1000 speaker system reflects the sound to ceilings for it does not have 

a top plate, and it can maximize the range of the sound and you can feel like your 

body wrapped by the sound without limiting the place to set, anywhere on the floor.

Labyrinth 2000 speaker system widens the range of the sound horizontally, and it 

enables you to feel like the sound coming into you directly wherever you are by 

setting on the same height as yours.

Both Labyrinth 1000 and 2000 are suitable for middle tunes, but its back-loaded 

horn speaker system provides rich bass and natural sound quality suitable for jazz, 

jazz vocal, and easy listening, and you will not get tired by the sound quality 



and be able to have a relaxing time being immersed in the spatially spreading music 

from the speaker.

Process to Order

This speaker is characterized by totally customized exterior because we would like 

to ask you what tastes you have for this product. This product is totally handmade, 

so it is positively and pleasantly different from the other products. Also, it

normally takes about one to three months to delivery, so we would ask customers to 

wait for it even if they are in hurry. We appreciate your understanding when you

order.

1. Interview and Decide the Version

We carefully listen to your tastes and decide the version, so we are glad you to 

visit us and meet our sales representative and decide it after hearing its sound.

2. Estimation

We estimate its cost based on the decided version. The price of the main body is 

fixed, but additional estimation would be needed for its exterior design and 

assembly.

3. Order

The order would be proceeded if you agree on the above.

4. Payment

Because this is individually customized product, the production will be started 

after we confirmed your payment.

5. Delivery

The delivery takes one to three months because of its totally handmade process. 

The way to deliver can be discussed with our sales representatives.

Even though our products are carefully handmade, there could be some defects. We 

would appreciate your understanding.

Notes

This speaker is assembled by gluing each component. Thus, it cannot be separated 



into its individual parts when customers attempt to repair it. Repairable part is 

only speaker's united part. We would ask for your understanding when you order.

Fixed Price (excluding tax)

Labyrinth 1000   Base price: 140,000 yen + additional estimation for exterior 

materials and assembly

Labyrinth 2000   Base price: 180,000 yen + additional estimation for exterior 

materials and assembly

Additionally, we charge other necessary expenses such as consumption tax, delivery 

wages.

Primary Specification

Impedance: 8Ω

Minimum resonant frequency: 165Hz

Play frequency band: f0~30KHz

Output sound pressure level: 88dB/W(1m)

Input: 7W (Mus)

Product Dimension: 

Labyrinth 1000  diameter 260 × height 477  weight 5.2kg for a pair

Labyrinth 2000  diameter 260 × height 556  weight 6.0kg for a pair

Please note that specifications and design are subject to change without notice.

販売店：outlets

天板：top plate

上板：upper plate

外筒：outer cylinder

中筒：inner cylinder

ベース板：base board


